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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of my thesis was to gather and present in--

foipation available'on the wood preservative, Wolman salts..
The importance of this subject lies not in the article

itself, but rather in the problem it is attempting to solve.
This problem is one of putting a preservative treated wood

on the market that will be effective against decay, be paintable and odorless, and have no harmful effects on the handler,

Herein is included a brief history of Wolman salts with
tests that have been carried on and the present status of
the preservative in the United States.
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HISTORY

In 1898, the problem of protecting from decay the Silesian coal and iron mines of Germany was the one that started

Dr. K. H. Wolman, Heidelberg graduate, chemist, and mycologist,
in a search for a new preservative. The problem in these mines

was one of constant high relative humidity and high tempera---

ture which provided extremely favorable conditions for decay,
in fact untreated timber was doing well if it lasted a year.
Treatment with mercury sublimate by soaking in wood vats,
treatment with zinc chloride by vacuum and pressure in re
torts, treatment with copper sulfate by sap displacement from

feeding the solution under ten or fifteen pounds pressure
to the ends of freshly cut logs, and treatment with creosote

by full-cell impregnation under pressure in retorts were among
the methods of treatment in use at the beginning of the cen
tury.

Hygroscopic salts like zinc chloride tend to move to the

surface and work out of the timber in places where there is
a high relative humidity for long periods of time.

There is

also a tendency for them to go acid and corrode metals, making
trouble in the drainage systems of a mine.

Creosote was objectionable because it increased fire

hazard, the odor covered up the smell of incipient fire, and
the contact with their bare sweating bodies caused troublesome
skin irritations for the miners.

Copper salts, used as sulphate at that time, and later

in various mixtures like Aczol, Viczal, and the like, embrit
tled the wood, especially when applied in ammoniacal solutions.

The mercuty s?1+ or cofrQsive sublimate as its common
name implies, was abnormally corrosive t

be appjj

' wood'- vats wi+

bails, could onlv

pressure, absorbed quickly

so as to leave only a shallow penetration, and was compara
tively expensive.

Dr. Wolman was faced with the problem of finding a pre
servative that would overcome these objections and meet cer
tain requirements of his own.

His fluoride-phenol mixture proved to be effective and

free from objectionable features.
had become well estab!3

mine timbers.

By 1914 t,M s preservative

in Germany as the treatment for

Today more than one hundred plants are engaged

in wolmanizing ml^0 timbers, and it is the standard preser
vative for mine timber treating..
Railroad ties were first treated in 1914 and installed

in 1915*

These ties are subject to frequent inspection and

in 1938 wer° still giving good service.

Wolman salts are

well established as a wood preservative in Germany, and ser

vice records seem to justify the faith placed in it, at least
in Germany.

The war and postwar conditions delayed the introduction
of Wolman salts into the United States until 1923*

John G.

ftreer was the man who was responsible for the introduction
of

Wolman salts into the United States.

The first commercial

installation of Wolman salts occured in November, 1923 when

a roof deck in a textile dye house at Putnam, Connecticutt,

was constructed with Wolraanized lumber.

The New England

hurricane of 1938 blew the shingles and decayed insulation
off the deck.

The deck was exposed for the first time and

was In such good condition that a new finish roof was laid

on it without replacing any of the deck timbers.

Triolith, Tanalith,. and Minolith were the salts origi
nally introduced into this country.

Triolith is the trade

name applied to the salt that is used in preventing decay.
Tanalith applies to the salt that is used where protection
from termites as well as decay is demanded.
Triolith or Tanalith with a

Minolith is either

fire retardent salt such as

ammonium phosphate added to give the wood a degree of fire
retardance.

In 1923 the components of the different salts were as
follows.
Triolith:

Sodium fluoride

85 %

Dinitrophenol

10 %
5 %

Potassium bichromate
Tanalith:

Triolith plus an equal quantity of an arsenate
salt,

such as sodium arsenate..

Minolith:

Tanalith or Triolith plus two or three times its
weight of a fire retardent salt, such as ammo
nium phosphate.

These original Wolman salts remained as they were until
1932 when a period of changes took place.

The percentage of

chromium salts were increased, and the new salts were called

Tanalith U and Triolith U in Germany but remained as plain
Tanalith and Triolith in the United States.

The new salts

had the following components.
Triolith U:
Sodium fluoride

55 %

Potassium bichromate

35 %

Dinltrophenol

10 %

Tanalith U:
Sodium fluoride

25 %

Sodium chromate

37hf°

Di-sodium arsenate(anhydrous)

25 %

Dinltrophenol

12$%

It follows from the newness of the new preservatives

that extensive service records are not available.

However,

test plots were started as soon as possible to determine

the effectiveness of the new plots and data is coming in
continuously.

Growth of the use of these salts as a wood preservative
has been steady, and there has been no unhealthy mushroom
ing of sales followed by a collapse that is attendent to

an inferior product boomed through advertising.
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.WTH OF A WOOD PRESERVATIVE

There are three requirements that should be met in the

establishment and growth of a new preservative.

First and

most important, in order to produce widespread use of lumber
treated with the preservative you must have a preservative
that will accomplish its purpose without having objection
able features.

Second, treating should be controlled and

kept up to certain standards.

If the lumber is improperly

treated, you destroy the trust of the people which is very
necessary to the success of any preservative.

Third, you

must have a distributing agency capable of taking care of
large and small orders in any locality.

The people: handling Wolman salts are firmly convinced
that their preservative meets the first requirement.

There

are extensive good service records in Germany that back up
their contention.

Mine timbers and railroad ties are among

the treated products having twenty or more years of active

service in Germany.

The Standard Fruit and Steamship Company

has put into service thirty-five million feet of wolmanized
lumber for protection against termites and decay.

The fact

that they are well-satisfied and continue to use it speaks
well for the preservative.

In Central America, where con

ditions are severe, this company and many others rely mainly
on Wolman salts.

There are good service records in the

United States although these are limited as to time at the

present.

On the other side of the ledger, the original

Wolman salts gave a poor accounting of themselves in certain

tests.

At Barro Colorado Island, Canal Zone,

Panama, Tana

lith treated pieces of wood were destroyed by termites in

thirty-seven months and Triolith in nine months.

In Austra

lia all of the pieces were destroyed in seven years ( no
record in reference of how soon under seven years the pieces

were destroyed). In Honolulu Tanalith treated pieces were
destroyed in thirty-eight months and Triolith in twenty-

seven months.

Creosote, Halowax (Chlorinated napthalene),

and nickel arsenate showed consistently better results in
all of these tests with coal tar creosote the standout..

The pieces treated were two by four by eighteen inches with
eight samples to each preservative.

These records are plain

ly none too good for a preservative, but it must be remem

bered that the conditions were unusually severe and maybe
for this reason not

too fair as a

worth of Wolman salts.

However,

true

indicator of

the

in 1932 the chemical con

tents of the salts were changed, and Tanalith U and Triolith
U were the results of these changes.

Samples were immedi

ately put in the test plots of Barro Colorado Island and
five years later were lOO/o sound with no signs of termite
attack.

Although this is a short service record,

it is

still a big improvement over the old Wolman salts and

creosote is the only preservative keeping pace with it so
far.

Further vindication might co"ie ^rom the fact that the

plant at Wauna.; Oregon just received an order from Honolulu
for thre

nlion feet of wolmanized lumber.

The second point, the control and -ri-?r treatment oj, p

lumber in order to maintain the trust of the people has been
solved by placing the treatment of the lumber in the hands

of the American Lumber and Treating Company.

This tends

toward uniformity of treatment and is much more likely to
give satisfactory results.

There are four plants of the

American Lumber and Treating Company in the western part
of the United States, and they are located at Wauna, Oregon;;
Weed and Wilmington, California: and El Paso, Texas.

The

Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory has inspectors in each plant
to see that treating specifications are met and to mark

each piece of lumber with their stamp.
In a report dated May 25, 1933 the Pittsburgh Testing

Laboratory put forth the following data which I have con
densed.

The investigation was made for the purpose of

determining the effectiveness of the preservative against
decay and termites.

The investigation consisted of a study

of literature upon the subject of wood preservation, field

surveys in this country and Central America of Wolmanized
lumber in actual use, and laboratory tests checking and
supplementing the findings in the field.

They decided that

wood that is properly treated will prevent or ^inhibit decay,
and they based this conclusion on the following Items:

a) Successful use in Central Europe

b) No traces of decay in installations examined by us
in the United States, including installations up to eight
years of age

c) Traces of decay almost negligible in installations
examined in Central America, including installations up to
nine years of age

d) Specimens of Wolmanized wood with preservative in

the heart as well as in the outer sections of specimens

that had been in service up to nine years.
They also concluded that wood properly treated with

Tanalith would prevent or inhibit attack by termites, and

based this conclusion on the following findings:
a) No evidence of termite attack found in wood examined
in the United States.

b) Not a single case of attack in the wood used by the
Standard Fruit and Steamship Company in Central America,

and this company has used 35,000,000 feet of Wolmanized
lumber in the last nine years.

c) xhe finding of Wolman salts in all parts of the wood
even after nine years of installation in the tropics.
Wolmanizing is a technical process, and such things as
the right amount of salts, keeping the solution within tem
perature limits, accurate control of the vacuum,

length of treatment must be controlled.

and proper

Whether wood has

been properly treated or not cannot be determined by visual
inspection, so stamping with the mark of the Pittsburgh
Testing Laboratory by one of their men was chosen as the
method of guaranteeing the public proper preservative treat
ment..

The following is a list of specifications that have

been set up for the treating of wood with Wolman salts:

1) Treated by vacuum pressure, full-cell process with
a net dry salt retention of .30 pounds per cubic foot

•30# for normal service exposure ( buildj
construction)

•35# for severe service exposure

:r ground contact

.40# for tropical or extremely severe exposures
2) Lumber to be used in contact with the ground to be
air-seasoned at least thirty days after treatment unless
kiln-dried after treatment.

3) Lumber to be painted or varnished thoroughly kilndried after treatment.

4) Cuts to be brushed with two coats of the salts.

5) Each treated piece to bear certified brand..
The treatment itself includes the following points:

1) Solution: 1.8 to 2% salts and 98 to 98.2$ water.
2) Lumber kiln-dried or air-seasoned below 20$ moisture
content.

3) Vacuum pressure of 22" for 15 minutes.
4) Preservative admitted at a temperature of 120 to

180° fahrenheit without breaking vacuum until the lumber
is submerged.

5) 150 pounds pressure until refusal
6) Solution then quickly drained off and timber allowed
to drip for 30 minutes

7) Final air pressures of 50 pounds for 15 minutes and

75 pounds for 15 minutes may be applied
Temperatures and pressures must be controlled so as
not to cause collapse of the wood.

The timber must be air seasoned or kiln-dried after

treatment, and bark must be removed from poles to be treated
as bark is impermeable..

•'•'he following is a rough rule of thumb which gives the
amount of Wolman salts to be retained when the amount of
creosote

is known:

Creosote

6#

Wolman salts $jf

8#

1C#

3/l0#

4/l0#

12#

14#

a# 6/l0#

16#

7/1Q#

Lumber treated by this process is not to be reduced

in grade after treatment.

The third and final requirement Is distribution.

This

problem has been undertaken by R. M..Morriss, presided
of the American Lumber & Treating Corporation..

The problem

is one of getting it into retail lumber yards to be sold
as regular lumber is sold, and along with this a demand
by the public for this product must be built up.

One ^

the big problems that must be met is to establish standard
sizes and lengths of boards so that there will be as little

cutting of treated lumber as possible..

Cutting opens the

area of least penetration, the interior of the piece, to

the entrance of decay or termites.. Although Wolmanized
lumber is carried in stock in a few retail yards, these

are very few and only in the denselj^ populated sectors.
The biggest job is still to be accomplished and that is

the one of putting Wolmanized lumber into retail yards all

over the country.and building a public demand for it.

CHAPTER 111

USES TO WHICH W

TZSD LUMBER

UT

The question might be asked as to what development has
helped more than anything else in recent years to encourage
the use of Wolmanized lumber.

I believe you could truth--

fully answer, " Prefabrication."

The basis for my answer

is the literature I received from the treating plant at

Wauna, Oregon, and the talks I have had with a boy who
has worked for the company.

Ring connectors have played

a very important part in this, and more and more things
are being prefabricated, disassembled, shipped to the plant
for treatment, and shipped back and reassembled..

Just re

cently the Coast Guard shipped the parts of a new boat from
Astoria to Wauna to be treated and then assembled the boat

as the parts were sent back.

Within the last three years

a bridge replaced the ferry between Puget island and the
Washington shore on the lower Columbia River.. There were

twenty-four thousand ring-connectors and 800,000 board feet
of Wolmanized lumber used for nine 80-ft. on the structure..

The trusses,, were assembled at the plant and shipped by barge

to the site where they were lifted into place by a float
ing derrick.
Wolmanized lumber can be used anyplace where ordinary

lumber is.used and in addition in places where decay and

termites would soon ruin ordinary lumber.

Many agencies

are using it in direct contact with water, and only time
will tell just how seriously the salt will leach..

Textile and paper mills., industrial building, refriger

ation and ice storage, residences (especially in termite
country),;farm buildings, and fences, stadium and outdoor
theatres, schools, churches, platforms, sheds, bins, bridges,

boardwalks (Coney Island), docks and piers, poles, freight
cars, mines, ties, derrick foundations and barges are among
the varied uses of this treated wood..

CHAPTER

IV

SUMMARY

Wolman salts, developed by Dr. K. H. Wolman in Germany,
have a very good record in that coiintry.

They were introduced

into this country in 1923, and these original salts gave good
service records in ordinary conditions prevalent throughout
the United States but failed under extreme tests

Zone, Honolulu, and South Africa.

in the

Canal

The chemical contents were

altered in 1933, and the new salts were calle Tanalith U and

Triolith U.

Eight samples of Tanalith U were immediately

installed in the Canal Zone test plot and not a sample has

failed from termites or decay In the first six -'ears.

Treating specifications have been set up, and a repre
sentative of the Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory sees that these
are met and stamps each correctly treated piece to insure

the public of uniformly good treatment..
From the information available I have reached the con

clusion that Wolman salts are effective against decay and

termites.

I do not believe they are as good preservatives

as coal tar creosote, but creosote has certain objectionable
that limit its use, and in these fields in which creosote

is limited there is a "golden" opportunity for Wolman salts.
There is a decided lac^ of available ir.forrr^^r 0^ Tan

alith U and Triolith U, the

forms of Wolman salts.

They

have stood up well i^ +he extreme tests to which they are

being put in the Canal Zone, but not enough time has elapsed
for the best test, of all, actual service records.

It will

be interesting to see if twenty years from now they have taken

their place among the unquestionably reliable preservatives

or whether they were another experiment that flai
and then failed.

' briefly

I believe they wiT"1 g-^ow stronger and be

come firmly established preservatives in the years to come..

All of the quick tests have been applied without reaching a
conclusive decision as to their worth, so we will have to
let time and service give us the final answer.
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